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Harry Paget Flashman are thought-provoking, educational, exciting and above all – wonderfully dark-humored. Collectively referred to as the Flashman Papers, the books are definitely adults only, and not just because they churn against the lead character's sly sexual escapades. The historical and
philosophical topics examined are neither delicate nor simple-hued.    Fraser's first Harry Flashman novel appeared in 1969, the same year as the American novel Little Big Man. The two books are similar in approach because they both depict the main character who gets trapped in a series of historical
adventures involving big events and big characters with events looked in critical light and characters largely lampooned. In the case of Harry Flashman, however, the adventures are much more detailed, as Fraser has used a number of novels. (The fourth book in the series, not the first, is my number one
list) Flashman himself is amoral, ruthless and largely driven by his longing for prey and sex. And there in it lies the genius of Fraser's writing: the reader is allowed to feel his own indignation over the atrocities depicted in the novels. There are no intrusive lectures in the story, just an often bleathed
backdrop in which the crimes of the great names of history often make Harry Flashman's mere monetary and physical activities almost sublime by comparison.    Flashman himself often brings to mind James Garner's slick-talking gambler/gunslinger Bret Maverick from 1950s television. Like Maverick,
Harry Flashman proudly calls himself a coward who tries to avoid violence and manages to cheat or outsmart his opponents rather than fight them. (But he often ends up having to fight them anyway.) And like Maverick, the need for adventure fiction ultimately makes claims of cowardice thin, because - no
matter how reluctantly - Harry and Bret always end up in situations that require behavior beyond the call. But when it comes to the meanness of Ol' Flash Harry beats Maverick hands-down. George MacDonald Fraser once again proved that the authors of the tower in the UK over the rest of the world
when it comes to creating despicable characters that are simultaneously charming as hell. So grab your sword and gun, slam a little booze and enjoy the swashbuckling adventures of victorian age roguish, cute blackguard Harry Paget Flashman.    NUMBER ONE: FLASHMAN ON A FEE (1973) Time
period: Crimean War (1853-1856) Favorite book Blurb: In Charge of light brigades, one justified why ... Synopsis: War fever engulfs the UK as by-jingoists - later shortened to our more commonly used term jingoists - shout for HMG to engage in the Crimean war on the anti-Russian side. Our protagonist
Harry Flashman is determined to avoid action in this area this time. (This was the 4th novel in the series.) Flashman returns to active duty with a position in England that oversees artillery and ammunition, hoping to skip this conflict in a safe homefront position. As usual his booze, gambling and slut end
up getting him into repair, which finds him sent to the front in charge of the military instruction of the young Royal. After surviving the Battle of Alma, the attack of the Heavy Brigade and other various actions, Harry ends up as a prisoner after being captured during an attack by the Light Brigade. As always
top class Pigs of all nations look out for each other's interests, as was a real-life habit back then, Flashman's status gets him comfortable incarcerating on the estate of a low-level Russian aristocrat. While there our protagonist whiles away for months drinking and feasting with his host. He also oinks and
with the daughter of a man and sister-in-law. When a small peasant uprising breaks out and property is attacked by Flashman and a fellow British prisoner of war flee with Russian plans for a (fictional) invasion of India to open a second front in the war. After a thrilling horse-drawn sleigh chase through the
snowy Russian countryside, the flashman ends up again captured by tsarist forces under the sinister real Count Ignatiev, who plans to use Harry as a sacrificial pawn in a planned attack on India. Our antihero is freed by a real anti-Russian guerrilla and bandit boss, Jakub Beg. Yakub Beg plans to force
Harry to take part in an airstrike on a Russian fort. Yakub intends for our protagonists familiarity with artillery and rockets (Acquired at the beginning of the novel, remember?) to allow them to inflict massive defeat on the Russians.  Yakub Beg's beautiful lover Silk One has an illicit affair with Flashman,
during which he realizes his true nature as an untrustworthy cad. To make sure she doesn't leave them at the first opportunity during the turmoil of the coming battle, some hashish slips to strengthen his resolve. In one of my favorite parts of each Flashman story our scurvy main character gets as high as
the killer and cheerfully embodies every Heroic Trope that usually lampoons when he leads the Yakub Beg and Silk One army against the Russians. He even goes on the attack to sing the rule of Brittania for Christ's sake!        Flashman's newfound rocket expertise and chemically induced courage help
anti-Russian forces win explosive victories while thwarting Count Ignatiev's plans India. Fraser avively uses the young and roguish Harry Flashman to carry most of the story, while the narration provided by the much older Flashman, looking back at the events of his carefree old age, often provides
mischievous reflections that remain with the reader. In this case, as for Yakub Beg and his rebel band: They were such an outrageous mix of Robin Hood with Arabian Nights that I'm often tempted to think that I dreamed of the whole thing. But I just have to look at the history books... and there they are.  
A few days later, Yakub Beg and Silk One escort Harry to the British border, where he goes to the English post office with the intention of informing HMG of his excellent service in saving the jewel in the crown itself from the Russians. At the most indeemly British end of any Flashman novel, disinterested
bureaucrats at the station are not interested and shorten Harry by saying: First things first. This is British customs. Do you have anything to go through? God, I love George MacDonald Fraser's sense of humor. Thanks to his flashman novels, I'm even more to our British cousins than I am. +++ For my
number two FLASHMAN NOVEL CLICK HERE © Edward Wozniak and Balladeer blog, 2018. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material without the express and written consent of the author and/or owner of this blog is strictly prohibited. Excerpts and links can be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to Edward Wozniak and balladeer's blog with an appropriate and specific direction to the original content. Filed under Neglected History, Opinion, Pulp Heroes Tagged as antiheroes, Balladeer blog, blogging, book reviews, George MacDonald Fraser, glitternight.com, Harry Flashman,
historical fiction, history, victorian age for Balladeer's blog number one Harry Flashman novel click HERE. For basic information on George MacDonald Fraser's infamous anti-hero Harry Paget Flashman you can also click on this link. Reactions to my list of Top Five Harry Flashman novels continue to
come, with readers wanting more Flashman reviews. Here's my take on a novel that would be in sixth place if I made a list of my Top Six Harry Flashman novels. 6. Flashman and the Mountain of Light (1990) Time Period: The First Sikh War (1845-1846) Flashman Papers jump around different periods of
Harry Flashman's life and this novel details our main character's adventures after the events in Lady Flashman, published in 1977. Flashman's lady came in third on my leaderboard. NOTE: The mountain of light of the novel's title refers to the Koh-I-Noor Diamond, which at the time belonged to the rulers
of Punjab in India and which appears prominently in the story.   Synopsis: Queen Victoria's least trusted equestrian officer, Harry Flashman, he's back in the spotlight. A series of false beginnings of all-out war have dangerously put things on edge in Punjab, with potential bloodshed at the start if one false
move occurs. Harry is Harry, still manages to find time for a brief affair with the wife of a fellow British officer before he gets into the firing line. And into the schemes and political machinations of the real Maharani Jeendan, her brother Jawaheer, british East Indian society and a fanatical real military sect
called Khalsa. At the center of this tangled web, lurking like a living thing, is the Koh-I-Noor Diamond, the Mountain of Light itself that passes from hand to hand - and in some cases the navel to the navel - while being sought after by almost every character in our story. Characters that include two real
American mercenaries who partly inspired Kipling's story about a man who would be king.    The title and wild action of this Flashman novel certainly put one in mind in the writings of H. Rider Haggard, but the story is an account of hedonism and political intrigue at the Royal Court of Punjab in Lahore is
more in the spirit of Robert Graves' I, Claudius. The deliciously decadent Maharani Jeendan is the main accomplice of our protagonist in his latest sword and sexual adventure, closely followed by Manglou, Maharani's beautiful, calculating slave, who had - as history confirms - engineered events to
secretly become one of Punjab's richest women despite her state of slavery.     And needless to say, although roguish Harry Flashman would have liked to just hump and drink his way through the war, he again has pulp hero size rammed at him. He ends up trying to survive assassination attempts,
confrontations with rogue military elephants, Khalsa death-traps and red-hot torture beds, plus some of the bloodiest battles in one of the strangest wars of the British period in India. How strange? It is so strange that when Jeendan plays the British against the coup-minded Khals and plays Sikh subjects
against Indian Muslims, events so thoroughly resort to Flashman in danger from all sides that – with no other way out – he finds that he is considering the unthinkable: he is indeed doing his duty.    Proving that Destiny still has a sense of humour, the British blackguard even finds himself juggling the fate
of eight-year-old Dalip Singh, Jeendan's son and heir to the throne. But what will our scurvy antihero focus on - the safety of the child or the boy's jewelry box, in which lies the priceless Koh-I-Noor?     Fraser didn't lose his gift for wrapping Harry's stories with key, cinematic backdrops. Flashman and the
climactic scene of The Mountain of Light comes late at the Battle of Sobraon. Flashy is at the center of things like Sikhs' The bridge over the Sutlej River falls apart during the fighting and seals the fate of Khals' army. Even a weary Harry is overwhelmed by the thousands of men who drown and are
washed away by an abnormally strong current, their corpses lining the riverbank for miles. (The Sikhs have lost at least 10,000 men in this battle.)      As all Flashman fans know, the true results of these historic events were decided a long time ago, but the fun comes from the way author George
MacDonald Fraser cleverly slips Harry into various footnotes when it comes to some of the world's big names and big events. Flashman papers are always presented as if they were memoirs of the real Sir Harry Flashman, written in his carefree old age, while Fraser pretends to only edit a man's papers.
Rather than just jumping right into story events, Flashman and Mountain of Light sets the stage with a prologue. This prologue features the much older Sir Harry and his wife Elspeth visiting Queen Victoria during her jubilee in 1887. Until then, Koh-I-Noor was part of the crown jewels, and the sight of it
sets Flashman's mind going back to when he first saw the gem in 1845. This approach is for a nice Two-Fer as we readers get treated to many historical details about Jubileemania as a figurative appetizer before the main course of the first Sikh War. A little less successful, in my opinion, FATMOL has
been frequently experimenting with the fact that our protagonist recount conversations that he is eavesdropping on rather than participating in. Fraser seems to be using this as an attempt to break from flashman's first-person perspective himself, but for me it just interrupted the narrative flow. This is a
small quibble, however, in such a pleasant work that nicely balances fencing duels and shootouts with sexual antics, historical intrigues and the inevitable large-scale combat scenes. And to make sure anyone doesn't think I'm easily pleased when it comes to Flashman stories, once I get around to
reviewing all the books it will be clear what low opinion I have of a few of them. Favorite Book Blurb: Match is struck ... the fuse is on ... and this time the powder keg is the Jewel in the crown itself, India. As usual, equestrian officer Harry Flashman sets the standard for drinking and and fighting for much
later Jack Sparrow in the next adventure. Ride along with the Flashes in this story featuring the legendary Diamond, a military sect that could give the Spartans nightmares and massive battles, including a tragic, blood-soaked frenzy by British soldiers called Midnight Mudki.  +++ FOR MY NUMBER
SEVEN FLASHMAN NOVEL CLICK HERE TO MEET HARRY FLASHMAN WITH ABRAHAM LINCOLN IN FLASH FOR FREEDOM CLICK HERE FOR MY LOOK AT ROBERT LUDLUM'S FIRST SEVEN NOVELS CLICK HERE  Wozniak and Balladeer's blog, 2018. Unauthorized use and/or duplication
of this material without the express and written consent of the author and/or owner of this blog is strictly prohibited. Excerpts and links can be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to Edward Wozniak and balladeer's blog with an appropriate and specific direction to the original content. Filed
under Neglected History, Opinion, Pulp Heroes Tagged as Antiheroes, Blogging, Book Reviews, First Sikh War, Flashman and Mountain of Light, Flashman Papers, George MacDonald Fraser, Harry Flashman, Historical Fiction, Koh-I-Noor Diamond, Pulp Heroes
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